VoxStar VXI-UC Speech Recognition Compatible Headset

VoxStar Bluetooth Headset

VoxStar Bluetooth Headset head attachments

Full-range audio for better computer voice application performance.

Flexible boom for optimal mic placement.

Multiple wearing styles for flexibility and comfort.

Advanced noise-canceling microphone so people hear you, not the noise around you.

Over-the-Head

Over-the-Ear

Behind-the-Neck
Dragon Medical Speech Recognition Grade - The Perfect Wireless Input Device for Dragon.

100% HTH Staff approved! Our Engineering Team finds the VoxStar to be one of the best wireless, lightweight Bluetooth microphones for Dragon, they've ever tested! Its flexible, gumby-like adjustable boom, long battery life, lightweight, and indestructible nature makes it the perfect companion when roaming around the room and dictating.

Designed for Office and Mobile Use.

Whether you're on your office computer or on the move with your Android or iPhone, VXi has designed a powerful lightweight Bluetooth headset in their VoxStar. Amazingly, they were able to incorporate the advanced noise-canceling technology of their BlueParrott line of headsets. The end result is a comfortable, long lasting, lightweight Dragon headset that can filter out 93% of the background noise.

No matter the environment, whether you use the Voxstar Bluetooth headset as a computer microphone in a noisy office on your PC dictating to Dragon software or on the floor at a hospital dictating to your smartphone, this wireless headset will filter out background noise so that you will sound like you are in a private office.
High-Performance Features of VXi's VoxStar Bluetooth Handsfree Headset:
Noise-canceling of 93% of environmental dissonance minimizes distractions and makes it perfect for speech software.
Lightweight headset at only 0.6 ounces.
Multipoint pairing. Connect two phones or any two Bluetooth devices, at once.
Comes with USB a dongle to connect to your computer for use as a wireless microphone and to use for voice recognition software like Dragon Medical Practice Edition 2 or Dragon Legal.
A2DP Support. So that you can stream music or GPS instructions from your smartphone.
A range of up to 66 feet.
7 plus hours of talk time.
With the VXi BlueParrott App, you can make your Android or iOS smartphone into a walkie-talkie.
High-Quality Sound engineering makes it one of the best microphones for phone calls and voice dictation.
Comes with USB charger and cable, and offers multiple wearing styles and ear cushions so that you can adjust it to fit comfortably.

Perfect for any Professional who needs a quality, lightweight Dragon Bluetooth headset that is always ready to go.

HTH Engineering, Inc. supports your purchase of the VoxStar™ with friendly, expert "concierge" technical support via telephone and/or GotoMeeting™ for as long as you own the equipment.
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Ear cushions and Ear Buds Included

VoxStar Bluetooth Headset

More VoxStar Bluetooth Headset package accessories.